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THE EUROASIAN ECONOMIK UNION IN THE CONTEXT OF THE RUSSIAN INTEGRATION POLICY

The article discusses the features of Russian integration initiatives in the creation of the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU), the pros and cons for the participating countries, the directions of permission of internal contradictions of the Union. Shows why currently the EAEU is less advanced integration project than intended when it was created. Considers issues of the permissible limits of economic sovereignty of the integrating countries, as well as the prospects for expanding the EAEU and its interaction with the European Union.
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THE SOCIETY OF SOCIAL HARMONY – THE ALTERNATIVE TO THE CURRENT MODELS OF SOCIAL STRUCTURE

The objective demand for choosing the Russian model of social structure, which is the alternative to the current one-the model of the harmonized society is considered. It is supposed, that the major harmonization between the main social groups will turn into a social tendency.
Keywords: Society, the alternative socio-economic model, harmonization of social relations.
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RELATIONAL-HIERARCHICAL APPROACH TO MONITORING AND FORECASTING OF SOCIAL ECONOMIC CONDITION OF THE COMMUNITY

In this paper we propose a new approach of forecasting and monitoring socio-economic condition of society, political and consumer preferences, composed of the total schematic map of the basic needs of society, to study the evolution of needs.
Keywords: economic forecasting, identifying economic and political threats, motivational theory, the theory of hierarchy of needs.
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THE EDUCATION FOR HIGH-TECH INDUSTRIES: DUAL SYSTEM

The article deals with topical issues of the practice-oriented education for high-tech industries oriented to the international quality standards.
Keywords: dual system, Industry 4.0, tutor, organization model, Industry-focused Practical Training.
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FISCAL ASPECTS OF ECONOMICAL AND FINANCIAL CRISIS

This article considers fiscal aspects of crisis. Much attention is given financial and economical crisis. Main conclusion – fiscal policy one side the reason of crisis, other side is main tool deciding problems.
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE ECOLOGICAL CONFLICTS IN THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

The article analyzes the origin and course of ecological conflicts in modern society. It shows that environmental externalities form the economic basis of ecological conflicts. This gives the conflicts a socio-political character. The review of ecological conflicts in the Russian Federation is undertaken. The author estimated the effects of recent changes in the Russian environmental legislation on ecological conflicts.
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ABOUT ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF VOTING FOR GENERAL ELECTION IN AUTHORITIES

In the work we analyse fundamental inadequacy and unfitness of a present voting method (plurality voting) for such tasks as general election in authorities. It is shown that measuring of public opinion (public will) which happens on general election in authorities by means of a traditional voting method, is accompanied large-scale distortions at the most honest counting of votes. Alternative voting methods have been discussed.
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ABOUT THE ANTI–CRISIS ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT

The existing and new grounds for the classification, the types of institutional crisis management are proposed in the article.
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